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We experimentally investigate random laser emission from dye-doped polymer random media with 
inhomogeneously distributed scatterers. A random structure, which we call a bubble structure, is realized by using 
non-scattering spacer particles randomly distributed in a gain medium. The experimental results show that the 
bubble-structured random laser that incorporates an appropriate amount of spacer particles exhibits a higher 
spectral peak and a larger slope efficiency than conventional random lasers. The highest peak intensity is observed 
when the size variation of spacer particles is maximized. Furthermore, an analysis of laser modes reveals that an 
increase in the spectral peak intensity can be partly attributed to the mode selection properties of the bubble 
structure. © 2017 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (140.0140) Lasers and laser optics; (290.4210) Multiple scattering; (290.5850) Scattering, particles. 
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1. INTRODUCTION Random lasers (RLs) are mirror-less laser sources that emit nearly coherent light without the use of well-defined cavities [1–3]. Scatterers and the gain medium are the two main components of RLs; they can be composed of different materials (so-called “paint laser”), or the scatterers themselves can be used as the gain medium (so-called “powder laser”) [4]. In such a disordered amplifying medium, light undergoes multiple scattering events and travels a distance inside the gain volume that is much longer than the dimensions of the gain volume. If the gain exceeds the loss in the medium, the threshold is reached, and the light is amplified by stimulated emission. Under certain conditions, scattering also provides coherent and resonant feedback, which produces laser modes that depend on the scattering and gain properties of the medium. For these reasons, scatterers play the role of the resonant cavity used in conventional lasers.  One recent topic in the study of RLs concerns the ability to tailor the direction and the spectrum of RL emission. Owing to randomness in the spatial distribution of the refractive index of RL media, the emission properties vary from sample to sample, even if their refractive index distributions are statistically identical. This intrinsic randomness in RLs makes the transverse and longitudinal modes of RLs [5,6] difficult to predict unless one actually pumps the amplifying random medium and analyzes its emission. One straightforward way to limit the direction and wavelength of RL emission is to place an amplifying random medium into a conventional laser cavity [7]. Furthermore, the wavelength of RL emission can be tuned without cavities by using monodisperse spheres as scatterers for incoherent RLs [8,9]. Additionally, quasi-single-mode emission can be realized for coherent RLs by introducing polymer particles as point defects in a 
homogenized submicrometer-sized zinc-oxide particle film [10]. The emission wavelength can be optimized by shaping the spatial pump distribution [11,12]. Lastly, the active shaping of the optical pump is also utilized to control the direction of the emission [13].  Another issue that is especially important for RLs concerns the efficiency of random lasing. RLs constitute an open system, and scattering is the only mechanism used to trap light in the gain medium. Thus, the light scattering properties inside and outside the gain volume have a strong influence on the lasing efficiency. Several studies have been conducted to elucidate the relationship between the size, shape, and position of scatterers and the energy and spectrum of RL emission. To this end, the effects of particle size and the shape of scatterers on coherent and incoherent random lasing have been investigated [14,15]. The experimental results demonstrate that the lasing threshold [14] and the spectral linewidth [15] depend on the particle size, whereas the shape of the scatterers affects the peak intensity of the laser emission [15]. Moreover, the lasing threshold decreases when fractal aggregates [16] or particle clusters [17] are employed for scattering media. These studies demonstrate that it is possible to improve the efficiency of RL emission by changing the topology of the disordered medium. In this paper, we propose a new structure for RL media, which we refer to as a bubble structure (BS). In the BS, spacer particles are randomly distributed together with scattering particles. The spacer particles create non-scattering regions in which no scattering particles exist [18]. The refractive index of the spacer particles is the same as that of the surrounding medium, so that the spacer particles produce no scattering and light travels straight through, as if such particles did not exist. This refractive index matching distinguishes a BS medium from a porous medium [19]. Although the distribution of the diameter 
of spacer particles is arbitrary in our structure, the BS medium can be classified as Lévy samples, in which light undergoes Lévy flight [20]. We experimentally investigate the RL emission from BS gain media, in which both the spacer particles and the surrounding medium act as an amplifying medium. The experimental results show that the peak intensity of the emission spectrum is enhanced when an appropriate amount of appropriately sized spacer particles are added in the random gain media. Furthermore, the spectral properties of laser modes are discussed in terms of the method in which the degree of correlation between spectral spikes is used to determine the number of individual modes [21].  
2. EXPERIMENTS A schematic diagram of the random structures we used for RL media is illustrated in Fig. 1. A conventional medium (Fig. 1(a)) in which scatterers are distributed homogeneously (homogeneous medium) was also examined for comparison. Random gain media with spacer particles were fabricated using pulverized photopolymer (Gluelabo, GLX19-117) with diameters ranging from 53 to 300 µm. TiO2 scattering particles with a diameter of 180 nm, along with the spacer particles, were dispersed in light-curable photopolymer (Adell, K40). The refractive index and volume filling fraction of scattering particles were 2.7–2.8 (depending on the wavelength) and 10%, respectively. The K40 polymer for the surrounding medium and the GLX polymer for the spacer particles had the same refractive index of 1.5 in the solid phase, and were doped with rhodamine 6G (R6G) laser dye with a density of 6.7 × 10−3 mol/l. The volume fraction of scattering particles and the concentration of laser dye were chosen in such a manner that the spectral peak intensity of RL emission of homogeneous media was maximized. We used two different materials for the spacer particles and the host medium; that is because the hardness of the K40 polymer is not high enough to allow for pulverization, whereas the dye-doped GLX polymer cannot be used as a host medium because the gain is not high enough to produce random lasing. We placed a drop of the dye-doped liquid K40 polymer mixed with TiO2 scatterers and spacer particles on a slide glass, and placed a cover glass over the drop so as to make the thickness of the medium 0.2 mm. The sample was then cured by illumination with ultraviolet and visible light for 10 min. For each configuration of spacer particle diameters, two samples of the solid-state dye RL [22] were fabricated. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup for measuring the spectrum of laser emission [15]. A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 532 nm, a pulse duration of 10 ns, and the repetition rate of 2 Hz was used to pump the sample. The pump beam was focused onto the surface of the sample using a 
cylindrical lens with a focal length of 50 mm, forming a stripe excitation pattern. The stripe length and the excitation area were 2.7 mm and 0.57 mm2, respectively. The pump fluence is thus 26 µJ/mm2 at the maximum pumping energy of 15 µJ. The light emitted from the sample was collected by a lens with a focal length of 60 mm, and was fed into a spectrometer (Ocean Optics, HR2000) through a notch filter, which removed the pump light, and an optical fiber. The observation angle was set at about 45°. The emission spectrum was measured with a spectral resolution of about 0.2 nm. 200 spectral data (100 data for each sample) were obtained for each configuration of samples by changing the position of the pump spot.  
3. RESULTS Figure 3 shows single-shot emission spectra obtained from different samples. We first examined whether spacer particles embedded in the gain medium contribute to scattering in the medium. Figure 3(f) shows an emission spectrum obtained from samples with spacer particles and without TiO2 scatterers. No spectral narrowing was observed, and the measured spectrum showed an ordinary fluorescence spectrum, which is almost the same as that measured without scatterers and spacer particles (K40 polymer with R6G only). In this way, we determined that spacer particles themselves do not produce laser action. Examples of the emission spectra observed for various volume fractions of spacer particles are shown in Figs. 3(a)–(e). We found that random lasing with coherent feedback occurs in all the samples. For the samples with 0% and 5% spacer particle volume fractions, spikes always appear in the emission spectrum. However, no spikes appear at some pump positions for the samples with spacer particle volume fractions of 10% or more; the rate of spike appearance decreases with an increase in the fraction of spacer particles, dropping to less than 50% for spacer particle volume fractions of 20%. Increases in the baselines of spectra in Figs. 3(c)–(e) are likely to be due to fluorescence or amplified spontaneous emission produced in the spacer particles. Experiments were performed for various spacer particle diameter ranges: 53–106 µm, 106–180 µm, 180–300 µm, and 53–300 µm. Representative images of the spacer particles are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the average value of the maximum peak intensity in the emission spectrum as a function of the volume fraction of spacer particles. The volume fraction of 0% represents a homogeneous medium, such as the one schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). It can be seen that the maximum intensity decreases as the volume fraction of spacer particles increases for spacer particles with diameters of 180–300 µm. This tendency reflects the fact that the strength of gain for 
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PCFig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for measuring random laser (RL) emission. 
Fig. 1. (a) Homogeneous and (b) bubble structure (BS) dye-doped polymer scattering media. White circles in (a) and (b) and dashed ellipses in (b) represent scattering particles and spacer particles, respectively. 
spacer particles (GLX polymer) is much lower than that for the surrounding medium (K40 polymer). However, a different behavior is observed for spacer particles of other sizes; in particular, the maximum intensity becomes larger than that for the homogeneous medium at a volume fraction of 5% or 10%. This size dependence of spacer particles suggests that random lasing can be controlled by changing the statistical distribution of scatterers. It should be mentioned that the BS medium with all sizes of spacer particles (53–300 µm) exhibits the highest peak intensity among all the sample media we tested, reaching about 1.5 times higher than that for the homogeneous medium. This result demonstrates that introducing fractality [23] into the structure of the scatterer distribution could enhance the spectral emission intensity. To further examine the differences between RL actions of the BS and homogeneous random media, we measured the emission spectra with different pumping energies. Figure 6 shows the maximum peak intensity in the emission spectrum as a function of the pumping energy. We can see that there is a change in slope for each curve, showing that 
stimulated emission occurs above a certain pumping energy. The lasing threshold is between 0.8 and 1.0 µJ in both cases, and spectral spikes emerge above this threshold. The slope efficiency, which is defined as the slope of the curves in Fig. 6 above the lasing threshold, is larger for the BS medium than for the homogeneous medium. This result confirms the observations presented in Fig. 5.  
4. DISCUSSION We found that random gain media with a BS exhibit a higher spectral peak and larger slope efficiency than conventional homogeneous media. To examine whether these properties result from a difference in scattering strength, we measured the transport mean free path (TMFP) 𝑙𝑙∗of all samples by enhanced backscattering experiments [24]. Samples without laser dye were prepared to avoid the absorption of light, and they were measured with a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 632.8 nm, because no laser source emitting light around 570–580 nm was available to us. This wavelength difference leads to higher estimates of the TMFP. The results are summarized in Fig. 7. The TMFP of the BS samples were found to be smaller than that of the homogeneous sample medium; they were close to that obtained 
Fig. 6. Maximum peak intensity of emission spectra versus pumping energy. Symbols “x” and circle represent the homogeneous medium and the bubble structure (BS) medium with 53–300 µm spacer particles with a 5% volume fraction, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Microscope images of GLX polymer particles. The diameter ranges are (a) 53–106 µm, (b) 106–180 µm, and (c) 180–300 µm. 
Fig. 5. Maximum peak intensity of emission spectra obtained with various size ranges of spacer particles. Each value is obtained by averaging over 200 samples of the same kind. The pumping energy is 15 µJ. 
Fig. 3. Emission spectra obtained from random gain media for spacer particle volume fractions of (a) 0%, (b) 5%, (c) 10%, (d) 15%, and (e) 20%. (f) A spectrum measured without scattering particles in (c). The spacer particle diameter range is 53–300 µm, and the pumping energy is 15 µJ. 
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when the volume fraction of scattering particles in the homogeneous medium was increased to 15% (shown by symbol “+”). Figure 7 reveals that some BS samples exhibit higher maximum peak intensities than that of the homogeneous medium even if their TMFP is nearly the same (compare the values of “SP: 53–300 µm, 5%” and “SP: 0%, SC: 15%”, for example). As nearly no correlation was observed between the maximum peak intensity and the TMFP, it is confirmed that the distribution of scattering particles influences the peak intensity. Observing the result for each diameter range of spacer particles in detail, we found two different relationships between the TMFP and the volume fraction of spacer particles. When the samples contain only small spacer particles (53–106 µm and 106–180 µm), the TMFPs with volume fractions of 10% and 15% are smaller than those for 5% and 20%; this relation reverses for the samples with large spacer particles (180–300 µm). These relationships indicate that the scattering strength can be controlled by spacer particles, which change the distribution of high-scattering and non-scattering regions. Here, we present three possible reasons for the results shown in Section 3, which are described below. 
A. Distribution of pump light The distribution of pump light in random gain media is one of the important parameters of random laser emission. The absorption length 𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎  of K40 photopolymer doped with R6G with a density of 6.7 × 10−3 mol/l was 375 µm at the wavelength of 532 nm. The characteristic penetration depth [3], which is approximated as 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝 =
�𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙∗/3 for 𝑙𝑙∗ ≪ 𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎, was found to be 18–26 µm for the BS media and 29 µm for the homogeneous medium, although the wavelength used for the measurements of the TMFP is different from that of the pump light. Therefore, we can conclude that only a small portion of the spacer particles is pumped. It should be noted, however, that the characteristic penetration depth is an average value applied well only to a homogeneous medium. In BS media, the pump light is multiply scattered by sub-micrometer-sized particles, whereas it travels straight within spacer particles. Owing to these non-scattering regions, the pump light spreads wider and deeper in the gain medium, resulting 
in a large gain volume. In addition, the amount of pump light that escapes from the sub-surface region and results in a loss of energy decreases because the spacer particles near the surface make the light travel deeper in the medium. As a result, the pumping efficiency increases when appropriately many spacer particles are dispersed in a random gain medium. Figure 8 shows the images of emitted light taken at the back surface of the samples in order to illustrate the difference in the size of the gain regions between the two structures. A notch filter is placed before a camera to eliminate pump light. It can be clearly seen that the emitted light is distributed wider in the BS medium than in the homogeneous medium. The granular pattern observed in Fig. 8(b) indicates the spatially inhomogeneous scattering that is occurring in the BS medium. 
B. Laser modes In an RL, the laser mode structure is complex and difficult to analyze. Because of the fact that sharp spectral spikes appear even in the weak scattering regime far from Anderson localization, the lasing mechanism is expected to be somewhat different from that explained by a ring-laser description. It is fair to assume, however, that if the shot-by-shot fluctuations of the energy of certain spectral spikes are mutually correlated, these spikes belong to the same resonant mode [21]. We conducted an experiment to explore how many resonant modes are formed in the BS and homogeneous RLs, and how many resonant wavelengths are contained in a resonant mode. To examine the intensity correlation of spectral spikes, we pumped at the same region 20 times and measured 20 emission spectra. The number of the emission spectra at each region was limited due to photodegradation of the dye molecules, which occurred when the number of pumping is over 100. We next changed the pump position and measured another 20 spectra. The same procedure was repeated, and 20 different positions (10 per sample) were pumped; 400 spectra were obtained in total for each kind of sample. The correlation between the energies of all the possible pairs of spikes was examined for each group of 20 spectra. The criterion used to determine that the spectral spikes belonged to the same resonator was a correlation coefficient of 0.7. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where the average number of resonant modes and the average number of resonant wavelengths per mode are plotted for homogeneous and BS media. As can be seen, the average number of resonant modes is almost identical for both media. However, we found that the average number of resonant wavelengths per mode is smaller for the BS medium than for the homogeneous one. This means that the energy of each mode is concentrated on fewer wavelengths in the BS, making certain spikes much higher than others 
Fig. 7. Maximum peak intensity of emission spectra as a function of the transport mean free path (TMFP). SP and SC denote spacer particle and scattering particle, respectively.  
Fig. 8. Images of emitted light at the back surface (slide glass) of (a) a homogeneous sample medium and (b) a bubble structure (BS) sample medium with 53–300 µm spacer particles with a 5% volume fraction. The pump light is incident on the opposite side (cover glass), and its energy is 14.5 µJ.  
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in the emission spectrum. This tendency was confirmed by comparing the maximum spike intensity and the average spike intensity. The ratio of the maximum spike intensity to the average spike intensity becomes larger when the pump energy is increased for the BS media.  
C. Output coupling The coupling of output energy can be easily tuned for a conventional laser by adjusting the transmittance of one of the cavity mirrors. However, in the case of an RL, the output coupling is not so obvious because it depends on the scattering properties of the medium. As the scattering strength of a random gain medium becomes larger, light is trapped and amplified in the medium for a longer time, leading to a higher-power emission of light. However, when the scattering strength is too strong, the light cannot escape easily from the medium, and the output power decreases. We examined the effect of the position of spacer particles on the output coupling and light amplification in BS RLs. Three different kinds of samples were prepared (see Fig. 10): i) samples in which the spacer particles are distributed homogeneously (sample SH); ii) samples in which the spacer particles are only on the front side (cover glass) of the sample (sample SF); and iii) samples in which the spacer particles are only on the back side (slide glass) of the sample (sample SB). In order to make the difference in the spacer particles’ position more obvious, we used transparent spherical particles with a diameter of 30 µm for the spacer particles, which are smaller than those used in our previous experiments. The volume fraction of the spacer particles was 5%. Samples with no spacer particles (sample N) were also prepared for comparison. The fabrication and experimental procedures were the same as those used in previous sections. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 11. The maximum value of the peak spectral intensity is obtained for sample SH, whereas sample SF shows a peak value less than those of samples SH and SB. The maximum intensity of sample SF is, however, still larger than that of sample N. Comparing the results for samples SF and N suggests that the spacer particles near the front surface increase the output coupling efficiency. However, the fact that sample SH exhibits the maximum peak value indicates that an increase in the spectral peak intensity can be mainly attributed to the distribution of pump light and the laser modes formed in the BS.   
5. CONCLUSION In this study, we investigated the RL emission from gain media with a BS in which scatterers were inhomogeneously distributed owing to 
spacer particles. In a BS random medium, non-scattering regions are deliberately introduced so that light behaves somewhat differently compared to the case of normal light diffusion. We fabricated sample media with various average sizes and size ranges of spacer particles, and measured their emission spectra. The experimental results show that the maximum intensity of spectral spikes becomes largest when spacer particles with wide-range diameters of 53–300 µm are dispersed in a random gain medium. We then examined some phenomena that may be responsible for the intensity increase. It was found that the pump light is distributed more widely in the medium and that the laser modes formed in the medium are different from those of the homogeneous one. However, why different laser modes are formed and how the spacer particles influence the output coupling still remain open questions. Therefore, we plan to conduct finite-difference time-domain simulations to elucidate the behavior of light inside the BS random gain medium. Random lasers with high efficiency can be utilized in the fields of display and imaging, including light sources for video projectors and fluorescence microscopes, which require narrow spectrum sources with minimal speckle noise [25]. We hope that our findings will pave the way for further studies on designing random structures that can be used to tailor RL emission.  
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Fig. 11. Maximum peak intensity of emission spectra for media without spacer particles (sample N), with spacer particles homogeneously distributed (sample SH), with spacer particles in contact with the cover glass (sample SF), and with spacer particles in contact with the slide glass (sample SB). 
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